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Reports suggest there was an intense argument between the WWE supremo and Lesnar
who had just retained the Universal Championship against Roman Reigns at the main event.
Vince was reportedly angry because The Beast busted Reigns open with a series of elbows
to the head - superstars are no longer allowed to bleed in WWE matches.
The WWE owner also wasn’t pleased with Lesnar throwing his opponent on the German
announce desk where the commentators were not aware that it would be used for a spot.
Rumours suggest the five-time world champion got so angry he threw the belt towards the
WWE Chairman and CEO.

According to Ringside News, the publisher and editor of the Wrestling Observer Newsletter
Dave Meltzer claims that Shane then got involved in the row and acted like he wanted to
fight Lesnar.
Meltzer said: “He threw the belt against the wall at Vince McMahon and he was unhappy.
“The reasons he was unhappy, I don’t know what they were but he was.
“And Shane McMahon jumped in and kinda wanted to - I don’t know if he wanted to fight
Brock Lesnar but he acted like he wanted to fight Brock Lesnar.
“As far as Shane goes, as far as the belt throw... For all we know this could be all be a work.
Nobody really knows.
“I mean, the people who were there did not think it was a work but they also know that they
were all worked on the finish.”
Lesnar was rumoured to be on his way back to UFC after Mania but ultimately signed a new
deal with WWE.
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With WrestleMania 34 having come and gone now, we aim towards what is essentially a new
year in WWE. Well, that new year got kicked off with a bang on Monday with some huge
news regarding the status of the "Beast Incarnate." What the universal champ may be
allowed to do going forward is where we begin our look at some of the biggest WWE
headlines for Tuesday, April 10.
Brock Lesnar could still have a UFC run
Current WWE universal champion Brock Lesnar is sticking around with the company. On
Monday, just one day after he shockingly defended his title against Roman Reigns
successfully in the main event of WrestleMania 34, WWE issued a release announcing
that Lesnar had signed a new deal with the company, and he will be defending that title once
again against Reigns on April 27 in Saudi Arabia on the "Greatest Royal Rumble" card.
At the time of the announcement, details on Lesnar's new deal were scarce. But, those
details may be coming to light as this all begins to unfold.
Brock Lesnar is now set to defend the Universal Championship against Reigns in a Steel
Cage Match at the Greatest Royal Rumble in Saudi Arabia on April 27.
Answer the questions below.
What is the Author’s Purpose for this article? Explain your thinking.

How do we know Brock Lesnar is going to stay in the WWE?

What does the word “scarce” mean?

